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Abstract— Regarding the rapid growth of the size and
complexity of simulation applications, designing applicable and
affordable verification and validation (V&V) structures is an
important problem. On the other hand, nowadays human
behavior models are principles to make decision in many
simulations and in order to have valid decisions based on a
reliable human decision model, first the model must pass the
validation and verification criteria. Usually human behavior
models are represented as fuzzy rule bases. In all the recent
works, V&V process is applied on a ready given rule-base. In this
work, we are first supposed to construct a fuzzy rule-base and
then apply the V&V process on it. Considering the professorstudent interaction as the case-study, in order to construct the
rule base, a questionnaire is designed in a special way to be
transformed to a hierarchical fuzzy rule-base. The constructed
fuzzy rule base is then mapped to a fuzzy Petri net and then
within the verification (generating and searching the reachability
graph) and validation (reasoning the Petri net) process is
searched for probable structural and semantic errors.
Keywords- human behavior; verification; validation; high-level
fuzzy Petri nets; fuzzy rules.

I.
INTRODUCTION
All On the whole nowadays human behavior models are
principles to make decision in many simulations. In order to
improve the fidelity and automation of simulation exercises,
human behavior models have become key components in most
simulations. Our work firstly suggests the setup of the
students' deduction system and looking at the studentprofessor interaction as a system; furthermore the application
of verification and validation in education system is tested.
The professor-student interaction is chosen as the case-study
since it is something tangible for all of us who really live in an
academic environment being in direct contact with such a
system in our everyday life and something you must deal with
a day after the other really was worth giving a try.
It’s high time simulating human behavior and presenting
relevant control schemes has become an exciting field for the
researchers. Human behavior modeling or human behavior
representation (HBR) is a field of study important in military
service research [1, 2], robotics [3], brain-computer interface
(BCI) , human machine interface (HMI) [4, 5] and some
specially oriented anthropology studies [6].Human behavior
models are often represented by finite state machines, rules,
fuzzy rules [7], artificial neural networks [8], fuzzy hybrid
rule-frames [9], fuzzy dynamic Bayesian networks [10, 11],

concept lattice [12], multi-agent based modeling [13]. Among
all these, HBR by a fuzzy rule base is the most common [14].
In order to have a reliable human behavior model on which
many decisions depends, it is essential to ensure that the HBM
passes through V&V criteria. In this research V&V for a fuzzy
rule-base is focused. Some techniques for verification of rule
based systems are presented in recent works. In [15] and [16],
the rules are grouped into sets according to some criteria, and
each rule within a set is statically compared to every other one
to check consistency and completeness properties. In [17],
within an exhaustive computationally expensive approach any
chaining of rules is taken into account from which an
inconsistency could be deduced. Despite [17], there are
incremental approaches that check the rule base after each
modification during development [18]. Some references use
some graphical notations such as Petri nets to represent rules
and detect the structural errors of rule bases. In [19], based on
the concept of ω-nets [20], a special reachability graph is
presented to detect structural errors in rule-based systems.
This technique is applied in later researches [1, 14]. In [21], a
fuzzy rule base systems verification method using high-level
Petri nets is discussed. Furthermore, in [1], a double-phase
verification technique for HBM is presented that consists of
weak and strong verification whereby [14] adds a solution to
semantically validate the HBM. In summary, the existing
V&V techniques for rule bases mainly focus on structural
verification and rarely deal with validation issues, let alone
semantic validation of special cases such as human behavior
models. Furthermore, in [22, 23], general V&V problems of
human behavior models and its possible techniques are
illustrated.
As a rather new field in human behavior, the educational
system is regarded as the case-study, with which we deal in
everyday life. In pursue to some recent works on student’s
performance evaluation [24, 25], the idea of entering the
Professor into the system was initiated. In order to set up a
rule base for the fuzzy system of human behavior, the
effective parameters on decision making in that special field
must be initially identified. On the way to this goal during
careful consults with anthropology experts for a long time,
many procedures were suggested to identify these parameters,
among which lies survey research, -a subset of which is the
Delfi technique- action research and correlation research.
Finally according to the experts' recommendation, based on
the techniques of questionnaire designation [26, 27 and 28], a
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questionnaire was designed in a special way to be transformed
to a fuzzy rule-base with uncertain fuzzy rules dealing with
certainty factors. Then the specially designed questionnaire
was handed among many students several times and after each
time the necessary changes was made on it in order to mostly
satisfy the students' (SME's) points of view. Then the
constructed fuzzy rule base is mapped to a fuzzy Petri net and
afterwards the corresponding special reachability graph is
generated and searched in order to distinguish errors dealing
with verification. Then by means of a rule referent gathered
from the subject matter experts’ (SME) point of view-here the
student’s point of view- the rule base is semantically validated.
The paper is organized as follows: section II deals with the
errors concerning human behavior models. Section III
concerns itself with the introduction of fuzzy Petri nets and
mapping the rule base to fuzzy Petri net. Section IV is
dedicated to the introduction of the case study. Section V and
VI respectively illustrate the V&V processes. Section VII
concludes the paper and presents ideas for future works.
II.

FUZZY PETRI NETS

A. Fuzzy Petri Nets- a brief Introduction
A fuzzy Petri net model (FPN) can be used to represent a
fuzzy rule-based system. A FPN [19, 29] is a directed graph
containing two types of nodes: places and transitions, where
circles represent places and bars represent transitions. Each
place represents an antecedent or consequent and may or may
not contain a token associated with a truth degree between
zero and one which speaks for the amount of trust in the
validity of the antecedent or consequent. Each transition
representing a rule is associated with a certainty factor value
between zero and one. The certainty factor represents the
strength of the belief in the rule. The relationships from places
to transitions and vice versa are represented by directed arcs.
The concept of FPN is derived from Petri nets. As with [14
and its refs], a generalized FPN structure can be defined as an
8-tuple:

B. Mapping The Rule Base to FPN
During this mapping procedure, each rule is represented as
a transition with its corresponding certainty factor and each
antecedent is modeled by an input place and the consequents
are modeled by out places with corresponding truth degrees. In
this modeling a transition- here a rule- is enabled to be fired if
all its input places have a truth degree equal to or more than a
predefined threshold value [30]. As illustrated in Fig.1, after
firing the rule, the output places will have a truth degree equal
to the input place truth degree multiplied by the transition
certainty factor [30].
In order to transform compound rules to FPNs, we first
apply normalization rules introduced in [21] to change any
rules to Horn Clauses [21 and its refs]. A Horn Clause is a
kind of rule in the following form.

III.

ERRORS CONCERNING HUMAN BEHAVIOR MODELS

Human behavior models may suffer from two types of
errors [14]. If modeled as a rule-base, they may suffer from
the structural errors from which any fuzzy rule-base may
suffer, among which incompleteness, inconsistency, circularity
and redundancy are the most popular. On the other hand,
HBMs as models being in contact with human operators and
users, must meet the user’s need. Any contrast with the user’s
point of view will be indicating the semantic errors dividing
into two groups: semantic incompleteness and semantic
incorrectness.
A. Structural errors
As illustrated in [14, 21] the structural errors from which a
rule base may suffer are as follows.
1) Incompleteness
Incompleteness rules result from missing rules in a rule
base. An example of incompleteness rules is as follows.

FPN = (P, T, D, I, O, µ, α, β), where
P = {p1, p2, …,pn} is a finite set of places,
T = {t1, t2, …,tm} is a finite set of transitions,
D = {dl, d2, …,dn} is a finite set of propositions ,
P∩T∩D= ,| |

| |

is the input function, a mapping from
places to transitions;
is the output function, a mapping from
transitions to places,
[ ] is an association function, a mapping from
transitions to [0,1] i.e. the certainty factor
[ ] is an association function, a mapping from
places to [0,1] i.e. the truth degree
, is an association function, a mapping from
places to propositions.

Figure 1.

Firing process

Rule r1 is representing fact -a source transition in the FPN,
while rule r4 is representing a query- a sink transition in the
FPN. Rule r2 is a useless rule because the antecedent P3 does
not have a matching part appearing in the consequents of the
rest of the rules, thus P3 is a dangling antecedent. Rule r3 is a
useless rule because the consequent P4 of r3 does not have a
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matching part appeared in the antecedents of the rest of the
rules, thus p4 is a dead-end consequent.
2) Inconsistency
Inconsistency rules end in conflict and should be removed
from the rule base. This means a set of rules are conflicting if
contradictory conclusions can be derived under a certain
condition. An example of inconsistency rules is as follows.

Rule r3 is an inconsistent one because P1 and P2 ends in P3 ,
P3 and P4 ends in P5, while in r3, P1 and P2 (the same P3) and P4
ends in ~P5.
3) Circularity
Circular rules refer to the case that several rules have
circular dependency. Circularity may end in an infinite
reasoning loop and must be broken. An example of circular
rules is as follows.

4) Redundancy
Redundancy rules are unnecessary rules in a rule base.
Redundancy rules increase the size of the rule based and may
cause extra useless deductions. An example of redundancy
rules is as follows.

IV. MODELING OF THE CASE- STUDY
In recent works [1, 14], V&V process is applied on a ready
given rule-base. In this work we are first supposed to construct
a rule-base and then apply the V&V process on it.
In order to make up a rule base for a human related casestudy. The needed information is gathered through some filled
in questionnaires whose questions specially designed in two
stages that leads to a hierarchical fuzzy inference within two
steps. of course it seems necessary to notify that the students
who were supposed to fill in the questionnaires were not
informed of the mentioned structure lying beyond.
The questions that form the first step of the hierarchical
deduction are in fact the input properties of the fuzzy HBR
system whose outcome serves the internal properties of the
system. Finally in the second stage, the fuzzy deduction on the
internal properties and some directly effective input properties
makes up the second stage rule.
The questions standing for the input variables supposed to
make a unique internal property are arranged in a diversified
form in order not to impose any conditional effect on the
participant’s mind while answering the questions and to let the
students answer the questions feeling absolutely free and
keeping the system as fuzzy as possible.
The answers to the questions is given within a 5-optional
list which includes selecting a linguistic variable (very low,
low , medium, high, very high) of the fuzzy system. Also to
get the truth degree of the antecedents and consequents and
also the certainty factor for each rule, the participants are
asked to answer the following question in terms of percent:
How much you are confident to your answer?
Our present case study is defined on the decision factors a
student considers while selecting a professor among others for
a special presented course by several professors.

r1 is the redundant rule of r2. There are two cases of the
directly subsumed rules. First, rules r 1 or r2 is a subsumed rule
of r3 because r1 or r2 has more restrictive condition than r3.
Second, rule r4 is a subsumed rule of r5 because r4 has less
implied conclusion than r5.
B. . Semantic errors
As explained in [14] the semantic errors are classified into
two levels.
1) Semantic incompleteness
In a human behavior model, semantic incompleteness
happens if human behavior model does not meet users’
requirements, and are reflected as missing rules, and missing
antecedents or consequents in a rule from the users’ point of
view.
2) Semantic incorrectness
Semantic incorrectness occurs if the human decision model
produces an output that is different from the expected output
for given identical input data in the validation referent.
Semantic incorrectness also indicates that the human behavior
model doesn’t meet the users’ needs.

A. The Input Properties
The system’s input properties are gathered within 11
questions in the questionnaire. Questions 1 to 11 will be
represented as Q1 to Q11 in the rest of paper. These questions
are summarized as follows.


Question 1-The professor’s authority on the topic and
his power to answer the questions?



Question 2-Using references updated each semester
and introducing further references to study?



Question 3-How much the professor acts strong on
presenting the topic?



Question 4-How much he feels responsible for
attending on time?



Question 5-How much he optimally manages the time
he has?



Question 6- How much he appreciates the suggestions
and constructive critics?



Question 7-How much well-behaved he is?
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Question 8- Feeding the student with several quizzes
and midterm exams?



Question 9homework?



Question 10- The range of marks?



Question 11- Advice and suggestion by the elder
students?

presenting

projects

and

assigning

B. The Internal Properties
The internal properties of the system are made on the basis
of some composition of the input properties.


The input properties Q1, Q2 and Q3 form an internal
property called “The power of teaching”.



The input properties Q4 and Q5 form an internal
property called “regularity”.



The input properties Q6 and Q7 form an internal
property called “behavior”.



The input properties Q8 and Q9 form an internal
property called “The power of attracting the student”.



The power of teaching, regularity, behavior, the power
of attracting the student, elders’ advice and the mark
range are the factors making up the Prof’s rank to be
selected among others.

In other words, we have a fuzzy deduction in two levels:
Level one is supposed to deduce the internal properties, level
two is supposed to deduce the prof’s rank based on the internal
and input properties.

--- HBM.RS.R1=(Rule1, Q1(vh) ʌ Q2(h) ʌ Q3(vh), Tea(vh),
0.95);
--- HBM.RS.R2=(Rule2, Q4(h) ʌ Q5(h), Reg(h), 0.65);
--- HBM.RS.R3=(Rule3, Q6(m) ʌ Q7(h), Beh(h), 0.85);
--- HBM.RS.R4=(Rule4, Q8(m) ʌQ9(h), Att(m), 0.65);
--- HBM.RS.R5=(Rule5, Tea(vh) ʌ Reg(h) ʌ Beh(h) ʌ Att(m) ʌ
Mark(m) ʌ Adv(h), Pop(h), 0.95);
--- HBM.RS.R6=(Rule6, Q1(m) ʌ Q2(vh) ʌ Q3(h), Tea(m),
0.80);
--- HBM.RS.R7=(Rule7, Q4(m) ʌ Q5(h), Reg(vh), 0.6);
--- HBM.RS.R8=(Rule8, Q6(l) ʌQ7(h), Beh(vh), 0.85);
--- HBM.RS.R9=(Rule9, Q8(m) ʌQ9(h), Att(l), 0.75);
--- HBM.RS.R10=(Rule10, Tea(m) ʌ Reg(vh) ʌ Beh(vh) ʌ
Att(l) ʌ Mark(vh) ʌ Adv(m), Pop( vh), 0.7);
In the above structure, human behavior model (HBM) is
introduced within a 5-tuple consisting of the input property set
(IPS), internal property set (InPS), output property set (OPS)
and rule set (RS). Q1 to Q11 speak for Question 1 to Question
11 as input properties. Tea, Reg, Beh , Att and Pop
respectively stand for the power of teaching, regularity,
behavior, attractiveness and popularity as internal properties.
Terms vl, l, m, h and vh respectively represent the linguistic
values: very low, low, medium, high and very high. In the
rules, the 2nd element shows the antecedents, the 3rd element
shows the consequent and the last number shows the certainty
factor dedicated to the rule. For example Rule1 is as follows.


--- HBM.RS.R1=(Rule1, Q1(vh) ʌ Q2(h) ʌ Q3(vh),
Tea(vh), 0.95);



If Q1 is very high and Q2 is high and Q3 is very high,
then the power of teaching is very high.

1) Level 1:
If Q1 is … and Q2 is … and Q3 is …, then the power of
teaching is …
If Q4 is … and Q5 is …, then regularity is …
If Q6 is … and Q7 is … , then behavior is ....
If Q8 is … and Q9 is … , then the power of attracting the
student is ....
2) Level 2:
If the power of teaching is …and regularity is … and
behavior is .... and attractiveness is … then the prof’s
popularity is … .
Each of the blanks is filled with a linguistic value: very
low, low, medium, high and very high. A sample rule base for
the above case-study can be presented as a human behavior
model (HBM) as the following structure shown in Fig. 2.
- HBM= (Prof-Student, IPS, InPS, OPS, RS);
-- HBM.IPS={Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5, Q6, Q7, Q8, Q9, Q10,
Q11};
-- HBM.InPS={Tea, Reg, Beh, Att};
-- HBM.OPS={Pop};
-- HBM. RS={R1, R2, …, R10}

Figure 2.

The decision model

The corresponding Petri net model is illustrated in Fig. 3.
In this Petri net model, according to the propositions dedicated
to each place, transitions 1 to 10 respectively represent rules 1
to 10 in the introduced rule base above and firing each
transition means the corresponding rule is fulfilled.
V.

VERIFICATION PROCESS

In order to fulfill the rule-base verification phase, we must
first map the rule-base to Petri net as shown in Fig. 3. Then as
with the algorithm mentioned in [19, 21] a special reachability
graph is generated on the basis of the concept of ω-nets.
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In this reachability graph, first, a zero vector is defined as
the root node as long as the number of places. Then at any
current marking, among the transitions yet not considered, the
enabled transitions are determined. At each step by firing the
set of enabled transitions, a new node is added to the graph in
which the corresponding elements of the node- the places
which are filled after firing the transitions- are set to ω which
is assumed as a huge value. In this way at each step there’s a
marking. If firing of the transitions at a step ends in a
repetitive marking, the graph will have a loop.
After generating the reachability graph, the structural
errors including incompleteness, inconsistency, redundancy
and circularity are distinguished. Then on the basis of the

SME point of view, the rule-base is verified to eliminate the
errors.
The corresponding reachability graph for the above Petri
net model is depicted in Fig. 4. The places P0 to P17 are
regarded as TRUE antecedents and are initially filled (set to ω)
for this reason. That’s why in the first node there are 18 ω’s. In
this marking transitions T1, T2, T3, T4, T6, T7, T8 and T9 are
enabled. After firing these transitions, in the second step,
places P18 to P25 are filled and the corresponding values in
the node vector are set to ω. On the final step by firing T5 and
T10 (the enabled transitions), the places P26 and P27 will also
be filled up.

Figure 3. The Petri net representation of the HBM system
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Figure 4. The reachability diagram

In the reachability graph shown in Fig. 4, all the places and
transitions exist so there are no incompleteness errors. P24 and
P25 are different states of one property (attractiveness). Their
simultaneous existence may refer to some concept of
inconsistency in the rule base. The reachability graph lacking
any loops speaks for lacking circularity errors and finally
having no transitions underlined, speaks for non-redundancy.
In order to verify the rule base after verification, the SME
point of view must be considered to decide whether to omit or
change a rule, or which rule must be changed or omitted to
leave the rule base as a structurally fault-free one.
After a careful consult with the SME- here the students, we
conclude that regarding the SME opinion, by omitting the
Rule 9, the rule-base is refined after verification.
VI. VALIDATION PROCESS
In order to fulfill the validation process, first of all a
validation referent is required. In this research the information
needed to construct a validation referent is gathered from the
students’ point of view - the SME of the present system.
Validation is carried out within two separate phases: static
validation and dynamic validation [14].
A. Static Validation
Static validation involves distinguishing the semantic
incompleteness. In the static validation running or reasoning
the FPN is not needed. In this phase only the places are
searched and their properties are recorded and compared with
the referent. If the number of searched input properties is less
than the expected ones, the rule base may miss antecedents, if
the number of searched output properties is less than the
expected ones, the rule base may miss consequents and if the
number of searched internal properties is less than the
expected ones, the rule base may miss antecedents or
consequents.
The referent for validation given by a student is as follows
and the static validation results are summarized in Table1.
- HBM= (Prof-Student, IPSref, InPSref, OPSref, RSref);
-- HBM.IPSref={Q1, Q2, Q3, Q4, Q5, Q6, Q7, Q8, Q9,
mark, advice};
-- HBM.InPSref={Tea, Reg, Beh, Att, scientific
reputation};

-- HBM.OPSref={Pop};
-- HBM. RSref={Rref1, Rref2, …, Rref10}
--- HBM.RS.R1ref =(Rule1ref, Q1(vh) ʌ Q2(h) ʌ Q3(vh),
Tea(vh), 0.95);
--- HBM.RS.R2ref =(Rule2ref, Q4(h) ʌ Q5(h), Reg(h),
0.65);
--- HBM.RS.R3ref =(Rule3ref, Q6(m) ʌ Q7(h), Beh(vh),
0.7);
--- HBM.RS.R4ref =(Rule4ref, Q8(m) ʌQ9(h), Att(m),
0.65);
--- HBM.RS.R5ref =(Rule5ref, Tea(vh) ʌ Reg(h) ʌ Beh(h) ʌ
Att(m) ʌ Mark(m) ʌ Adv(h), Pop( h), 0.95);
--- HBM.RS.R6ref =(Rule6ref, Q1(m) ʌ Q2(vh) ʌ Q3(h),
Tea(m), 0.80);
--- HBM.RS.R7ref =(Rule7ref, Q4(m) ʌ Q5(h), Reg(h),
0.5);
--- HBM.RS.R8ref =(Rule8ref, Q6(l) ʌQ7(h), Beh(vh),
0.85);
--- HBM.RS.R10ref =(Rule10ref, Tea(m) ʌ Reg(vh) ʌ
Beh(vh) ʌ Att(l) ʌ Mark(vh) ʌ Adv(m), Pop(vh), 0.7);
According to Table1, the property of scientific reputation
and rules R3ref and R7ref do not exist in the present rule-base.
So the rule-base suffers from semantic incompleteness in this
student’s point of view. After interviewing many students, we
conclude that the “scientific reputation” property can be
neglected and the R7 is replaced with R7ref and R3 remains
the same.
B. Dynamic Validation
Dynamic validation involves clarifying the existence of
semantic incorrectness through running and reasoning FPN. In
order to fulfill the dynamic validation, the results of reasoning
FPN for given inputs are compared to their counterparts in the
validation referent to check if there’s any semantic
incorrectness.
As with [30], rules with certainty factors are classified into
three types, among which we use the first type according to
the nature of the existing rules.


Type 1: if P1 and P2 and … Pn, then Pm.



Type 2: if Pn then P1 and P2… and Pn.



Type 3: if P1 or P2… or Pn, then Pm.

If αi is considered as the truth degree of antecedents or
consequents and µi is the certainty factor dedicated to rule r i,
the rule and its uncertainty reasoning is as follows.
(

)

(

)

(

)

(

)

In this part, the revised rule-base after the static validation
must be considered.
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TABLE I.

THE STATIC VALIDATION RESULTS

Present FPN
IPS

InPS

OPS

Q1

Teach

Pop

Referent FPN
RS-

IPSref

InPSref

OPSref

RSref

R1

Q1

Teach

Pop

R1ref

Q2

Regulation

R2

Q2

Regulation

R2ref

Q3

Behavior

×

Q3

Behavior

R3ref

Q4

Attractiveness

R4

Q4

Attractiveness

R4ref

Q5

×

R5

Q5

R5ref

Q6

R6

Q6

Scientific
Reputation

Q7

×

Q7

R7ref

Q8

R8

Q8

R8ref

Q9

R10

Q9

R10ref

verified

Mark

Mark

Advice

Advice

The reference values for dynamic validation given by the
student are as follows. The following numbers for reference
values are gathered throughout the questionnaires by adding a
choice to be filled in, in percent form.
-- reference values:
( ( ))
( ( ))
( ( ))
( ))
(
( ( ))
(
(
(
(
(
(

(
( ))
( ))
( ))
( ))
( ))
( ))

( ))
(
(
(

(

( ))
( ))
( ))

( ))

Considering the certainty factors in the validation referent
given above, by the reference values for reasoning we have:
Ref-value 1 is validated by the use of Rule1ref according
to the correspondence between their antecedents and
consequents. Minimum of the truth degrees of the antecedents
given in the referent i.e. min(0.65,0.75,0.9), must be
multiplied to the certainty factor given in the referent rule base
(0.95) to obtain the truth degree of the consequent and
compare it with the condition provided by the referent. As
illustrated underneath, for this case, the validation criterion
fails.
(

min (0.7, 0.8), is multiplied to the certainty factor given in the
referent rule base (0.65) to obtain the truth degree of the
consequent and is compared to the condition provided by the
referent. For this case, the validation criterion is passed as
follows.
(

( ( ))
( ))
(
( ( ))

R6ref

)

In some cases the referent values maybe given in such a
way that it is needed to merge rules during validation. In order
to validate the Ref-value 3, according to the truth degrees
given for special antecedents, rules Rule1ref to Rule5ref must
be merged during validation first to obtain the truth degrees
for the antecedents of Rule5ref.


validation through Rule1ref to obtain the truth
(
)
degree for Tea(vh) gives:



validation through Rule2ref to obtain the truth
(
)
degree for Reg(h) gives:



validation through Rule3ref to obtain the truth
(
)
degree for Beh(vh) gives:



validation through Rule4ref to obtain the truth
(
)
degree for Att(m)gives:



and finally validation through Rule5ref to obtain
the truth degree for Pop( h) gives:
(
)

)

Similarly Ref-value 2 is validated by Rule2ref. Minimum
of the truth degrees of the antecedents given in the referent i.e.
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From the above, it can be concluded that the rule base
suffers from semantic incorrectness in the point of view of the
student who provided the reference values. However if the
difference between 0.61 and 0.7 and also between 0.299 and
0.3 is neglectable, we can conclude that the rule base is near
the validation criteria.
VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
Improving the fidelity and automation of simulations,
human behavior modeling is the concern of nowadays
research. On this way, in this research a new case study
dealing with professor student interaction is defined. The
corresponding rule base was constructed by gathering
information through specially designed questionnaires. The
rule base was mapped to a FPN and through an FPN-based
recently presented method was verified to distinguish and
refine the structural errors. Afterwards, the semantic errors
were distinguished by reasoning the FPN through the dynamic
validation.
In the future the presented case-study system will be
improved by inserting the professor and student’s personal and
cultural characteristics within beta-distributions. Also
improving the optimality of the certainty factors and truth
degrees by artificial intelligence algorithms is not far to
imagine if these factors are defined as a fitness function of the
student’s characteristics such as age, sex, desire for PhD,
ranking among classmates. Furthermore the threshold values
for transition enabling can be adjusted on the basis of the
results of the fuzzy reasoning. Also the concept of truth
degrees which dedicate a value to the tokens inside the places
may initiate the idea of using colored Petri nets with valued
tokens. Also considering priority to fire the enabled transitions
in the reachability graph may make us set foot on priority Petri
nets.
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